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SPHERICAL SQUARE FUNCTIONS OF MARCINKIEWICZ
TYPE WITH RIESZ POTENTIALS
SHUICHI SATO
Abstract We prove a pointwise equivalence between a spherical square func
tion composed with the Riesz potential and a LittlewoodPaley function aris
ing from the BochnerRiesz operators Also its application to the theory of





















If f  L
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if f is in the Sobolev space W
p
R
   p 
The Marcinkiewicz function was introduced by J Marcinkiewicz 	
 in   in
the setting of periodic functions on the torus T It can be used to investigate
properties of functions such as dierentiability and niteness of norms in function
spaces Zygmund 	  proved a periodic analogue of    which was conjectured
in 	
 The nonperiodic version    was proved by Waterman 	





























characteristic function of a set E We observe that




fx t fx d	
where d	 is a uniform measure on S
 
 f   g such that 	f g    	f g   
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    can be regarded as a generalization to higher dimensions
of  f We shall see that D

f also can be used to characterize Sobolev norms
This will be accomplished through a relation between D

f and another square











































denoting the Bessel function of the rst kind of order   and
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We recall a LittlewoodPaley operator 	















































































 be the subspace of SR
n
 consisting of functions f with

f vanishing in
a neighborhood of the origin We shall prove the following
Theorem  Let   





























fx means that there exist positive constants AB










A version of Theorem    was shown in 	 for the range   
    In this note
we shall extend this range of 
 to   
   The dierence from 	 that enables
us to improve the range of 
 mainly comes from the estimate in part   of Lemma


In Section  we shall give an almost selfcontained proof of Theorem    except
that Lemmas   from 	 and the formula  are taken for granted In
SPHERICAL SQUARE FUNCTIONS OF MARCINKIEWICZ TYPE 
Section  applications of Theoerm    to the theory of Sobolev spaces will be
given
 Proof of Theorem   




 and a xed point x  R
n
 let









t  tx f  t

t











where rfx  





































































































We write the formula in  by using  in  
Lemma  Suppose that Re




























































Using polar coordinates and recalling the denition of L

in the last integral by
  we reach the conclusion
 
We use the following formulas
 SHUICHI SATO





















































      

See 	 p and 	 p  for Lemma  and Lemma  respectively




f in  below To obtain it we show the
following
Lemma  Let Re
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Thus applying integration by parts in 



























































































where s  sx f and s  sx f are as in   and  respectively
This completes the proof  




































































 u  e
u

Then by change of variables s  e
v





































In proving Theorem    we need Proposition   below To show it we rst






Lemma  We have the following estimates for 

 







for u  








for any m  




 k         In
particular 

 SR if Re
  






















































   for any w  R
n
 So t  Ot

 as t 	  which
proves part  





Lemma  The following results hold for K

 
   C 
  If Re







 u  R
 If Re







 u  R
 If n  Re








 u  R
where   minnRe
Re
 n  
Proof Since V
n 
is bounded by  we have part   where we assume that
Re








































where g  C
 
 
R By Lemmas 






  is analytic in 
 and  if Re
  n  Re   Also if
n  Re





















An explicit form of the Fourier transform of K

needed is stated in the next
result
Lemma 	 If n   Re
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i    

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Proof Let Re
 n  Re  Re
 n and n    Re
  n













































































































































    
   
     

Putting   i   R we reach the conclusion  


















  is analytic in 
 and  if n  Re
   Re  
To prove this we apply the following






















Proof of Lemma  We can see that 

 is analytic in 
  for n  Re
 
 Re   if  is xed By Lemma  j

j behaves like jj
Re	Re	n 
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if jj is suciently large Also we note that 

 is continuous and does not van
ish in 
   with n  Re
   Re     R
n





j  B   jj
Re	Re	n 
 
with some positive numbers A and B independent of 




is bounded and analytic for Re
  
by part   of Lemma 
 we can see H
  is analytic for n  Re
  
Re    
Now we are able to prove the following
Proposition  Let n  Re
































Proof We recall that G
  in  is analytic in 
 and  for Re
  n 
Re   and that H
  is analytic for n  Re
   Re   Lemma
 Further by Lemma  we have G
   H
  if n     Re
 
n and Re   Thus by analytic continuation we see that G
   H
 
if n  Re
   Re   So we have jG
 j  jH
 j if n  Re
 
 Re   Thus taking the supremum over g in the unit ball of L

R and
recalling  we get the conclusion  
On the other hand for D

f in   we have the following result
Proposition  Let 

be as in Lemma 















































































By the change of variables r  e
v










































































R and in L

R if   Re




 This completes the proof  
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Proof of Theorem    Let   
   Then we note that

   jj  j
 ij     jj





j are pointwise equivalent
as functions of  if   
 n Using the pointwise equivalence and the formulas





























for f  SR
n




   
   are shown in 	 with
weights for    
   which are useful in characterizing the Sobolev spaces
of order 
 see 	  for relevant results When    
   the result is proved
by applying a theorem of 	 for the boundedness of LittlewoodPaley operators
When   
    it is shown by using Theorem    for 
     which is due to
	 and applying known properties of 	

 The result for the case 
    is due to
	 Here we focus on the case    
   Then more precisely we can nd the
following result in 	
Theorem A Suppose that    
   w  A
p
    p   Let S

be as in










We recall the weight class A
p
of Muckenhoupt A weight w belongs to A
p





















where the supremum is taken over all balls B in R
n
and jBj denotes the Lebesgue
measure of B see 	 for the A
p
class The weighted L
p





















Theorem A is due to 	 when 
    as mentioned above We can now give a
dierent proof of this by applying Theorem    as follows Since it is known that
	
n 
is bounded on L
p
w
for all p    and w  A
p
see 	 by Theorem   
with 







for f  SR
n
 The reverse inequality follows from this by duality as in 	
Similarly we can give another proof of Theorem A for 
     which was






with w  A
p
    p 
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 Proof of Lemma 






































where z  a i  
 
















where   arg z   We write arga  ijj  arctanjja Dene a
function F on 	 by F x  arctan x x   F    Then by the
mean value theorem we have







































































from  we obtain   This completes the proof of Lemma 
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